Undergraduate Research Opportunity

**PROJECT**

**Applied Philosophy Website Editor/Research**

Prof. Maura Priest  
Philosophy

This project, “Applied Philosophy Website Editor/Research,” provides assistance with ASU's applied philosophy website. Skills in website management are not necessary, but they are helpful.

**STUDENT**

**Research assistant’s duties:**  
Students duties include working for ASU’s applied philosophy website. Skills in website management are NOT necessary, but they are helpful. Students should have a respectable background in philosophy. Work will include interviewing philosophers, setting up philosophical debates, asking philosophers to write articles, copy editing philosophy articles, and managing social media sites associated with the page like our Facebook and Twitter sites.

**Required skills or qualifications:**  
Students should be fluent in spoken and written English. The rest of the skills can be assessed by looking at the descriptions of the duties.

**Skills student will acquire:**  
Students will acquire important professional networking skills, they will learn about public outreach,